
A fresh
perspective on
eDiscovery.
We Speak eDiscovery, So You Don't Have To.



From data chaos to courtroom clarity, CYFOR Legal has been
mastering the science of digital fact-finding since 2002. As the UK’s
leading Digital Forensics and eDiscovery provider, we understand
the critical role that digital evidence plays in today’s legal landscape
and specialise in providing innovative solutions to legal
professionals, corporations, and law enforcement agencies. 
Explore:
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Public Inquires.

Regulatory
Matters.

Corporate
Investigations.

Data Breach
& PII Review.

Litigation &
Dispute
Resolution.
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At CYFOR Legal, we operate across diverse legal sectors, offering tailored solutions
that address the unique challenges across each domain. From regulatory
compliance to litigation support, our expertise empowers legal professionals to
navigate the intricacies of electronic evidence and digital investigations with
confidence.

Our Sectors.

Our expertise in litigation support is
paramount as we diligently identify,
manage, and disclose relevant documents.
We equip legal teams with in-depth analysis
and insights, ensuring a robust foundation
for dispute resolution and achieving
favorable results.

CYFOR Legal's services excel in
investigations by meticulously identifying,
collecting, and analysing electronic
evidence. Tailored to legal, corporate, and
governmental inquiries, we leave no digital
stone unturned, empowering you with
actionable insights that drive informed
decisions.

CYFOR Legal's service is essential in quickly
pinpointing breached personal identifiable
information (PII). This enables an immediate
and effective response. Our thorough
method guarantees a complete evaluation
of the breach's extent, assisting in ensuring
regulatory and legal compliance.

Our eDiscovery solutions play a pivotal role
in uncovering essential digital evidence.
From sifting through vast datasets to
presenting key findings, we empower your
team to navigate complex inquiries with
efficiency and precision.

Navigate regulatory matters with
confidence using our specialised eDiscovery
support. We simplify the eDiscovery
journey, guaranteeing regulatory
adherence and revealing essential digital
evidence to fortify your case approach
efficiently.
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Forensics
Data Collection

Early Case
Assessment

Production
Disclosure &
Inspection

Data Processing
& Filtering

Technology
Assisted Review

Document
Review

As digital data grows exponentially, the quest to efficiently extract meaningful insights
becomes more complex. This section introduces our extensive eDiscovery services, each
tailored to navigate the nuances of electronic evidence seamlessly. From initial data
collection to advanced analytics and presentation, discover how we bridge the gap
between technology and legal acumen to serve your unique needs.
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Forensic Data Collection
In the realm of digital inquiries, forensic data collection is
vital. It centers on amassing and preserving electronic
data from a variety of sources. Among the array of
collection techniques, on-site and remote collections are
most frequently employed. This procedure ensures the
evidence remains genuine and admissible, reinforcing its
value in criminal investigations and court proceedings.

Data Processing and Filtering
This constitutes an essential phase within the eDiscovery
workflow. These processes encompass the arrangement,
classification, and purification of extensive amounts of
electronically stored information (ESI) with the goal of
pinpointing pertinent data, eliminating duplicates, and
employing criteria to restrict the dataset, facilitating a
more focused review process.

Early Case Assessment
Proactively evaluating risks, strengths,
and challenges from the outset of a
legal case becomes pivotal. Through a
thorough assessment leveraging the
capabilities of eDiscovery tools, teams
can make informed decisions
concerning their strategies, optimal
utilisation of resources, and potential
settlement approaches.

Production, Disclosure & Inspection 
In the production phase, our services
streamline data presentation. During
disclosure, it ensures comprehensive
and transparent document sharing.
And with inspection, our advanced
tools empower legal experts to
discern and disclose only the most
pertinent, non-sensitive information.

Technology Assisted Review (TAR) 
Harnessing the power of machine
learning, TAR automates document
analysis, categorisation, and
identification of crucial information.
By doing so, TAR significantly boosts
efficiency, minimises costs, and
empowers legal teams to focus on the
strategic aspects of their cases. 

Document Review & Analytics
Leveraging advanced analytics,
Relativity aids legal professionals in
rapidly sifting through vast data
volumes to pinpoint pertinent
information. Its adaptive machine
learning models identify patterns,
relationships, and potential relevance,
ensuring more accurate and efficient
reviews. Whether it's visualizing data
connections, highlighting keyword
themes, or prioritising crucial
documents, Relativity transforms the
formidable task of eDiscovery into a
manageable, precise, and cost-
effective operation.
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Our Services.



By honing in on vital electronic data, our services
shield our clients against unintended exposures
and costly oversights, ensuring your organisation's
reputation remains intact.

Tailored to the needs of legal teams, our solutions
empower efficient management of electronic data,
ensuring crucial deadlines are met. From regulatory
bodies to court mandates, our streamlined
approach accelerates evidence collection, analysis,
and presentation.

Whether it's emails, documents, or any other digital
records, eDiscovery tools automate the
identification and retrieval of relevant data. With
powerful algorithms and smart search
functionalities, our technology ensures that no
stone is left unturned. .

We implement eDiscovery technology that is
precisely customised to meet project demands. This
involves deploying both on-premise and cloud-
based solutions to ensure seamless and efficient
data management, addressing diverse needs while
maintaining optimal accessibility and security.
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Meet Demanding
Deadlines.

Improve Efficiency.

Efficiently reveal crucial insights through strong
filtering, integrated analytical tools, and ongoing
active learning-fueled TAR. All culminating in a
decrease in the time spent on manual reviews.

Deploy Technology
that aligns with your
requirements.

Lower the Total Cost 
of Document Review.

Mitigate Risks.

CYFOR Legal is dedicated to empowering legal professionals with boutique eDiscovery
solutions that prioritise precision, transparency, and tailored service. As technology-
driven pioneers, we merge the strength of innovative tools with the personal touch of
expert consultations to illuminate truth in complex legal cases. Our unwavering
commitment is to ensure every client experiences the pinnacle of eDiscovery support,
navigating each case with confidence, clarity, and credibility.

Our Mission.
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Learn More.
Dive into the eDiscovery universe through our special series showcased on all our
social media platforms. Stay ahead with insights from our expert-driven episodes.
released every week, this series demystifies eDiscovery, equipping you with industry
knowledge. Stay informed, stay ahead. 

The

Podcast

Learn with 

Dive into the world of eDiscovery
through our expert podcast, Data
Bytes. Explore the latest trends, real-
case studies, and expert insights
from eDiscovery professionals. Tune
in for a dynamic exploration at the
crossroads of law and technology on
our socials. 

Step into the eDiscovery universe
through our Learn with Legal blogs.
Delve into expert insights, best
practices, and real cases illuminating
the ever-changing landscape of
digital investigations. Our blog is
your guide to mastering the
intricacies of eDiscovery. Learn more
across all of our socials.

Unlock the answers you need with
our informative eDiscovery FAQ
series, Tech Talks. From unraveling
complex jargon to demystifying the
intricacies of digital investigations,
this series is your go-to resource for
gaining clarity in the eDiscovery
world.
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https://twitter.com/CYFORlegal
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/cyfor-legal-ediscovery/posts/?feedView=all&viewAsMember=true
http://www.cyforlegal.co.uk/


Hi! I want to learn more, how can I
contact the CYFOR Legal team?

Seen

WWW.CYFORLEGAL.CO.UK

A fresh
perspective on
eDiscovery.
Navigating tomorrow's evidence, today.

Call us on 0330 135 5738, email us at
contact@cyforlegal.co.uk or follow

us on our socials.

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/cyfor-legal-ediscovery/posts/?feedView=all&viewAsMember=true
https://twitter.com/home
http://www.cyforlegal.co.uk/

